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FADE IN:

EXT. CEMETERY - NIGHT

A black tie stuck on a stick blows in the wind next to an 
open grave. 

WILLIAM HAND, twenties, lies within it. White collared shirt, 
black pants, dark trench coat.

His face is cut up, his eye is swollen and he’s bleeding from 
his nose.

He stares toward the sky unblinking as it begins to rain. 

Relieved. at peace. 

Next to him is a skeleton. 

His right hand rests across his thigh, blackened and 
shriveled, like the flesh of a corpse long rotted. 

He slowly twirls a small, smooth, conical metal object in his 
left hand-the WEAPON. A methodical, unconscious motion, like 
poker players, playing with their chips. 

WILLIAM
So bright. So much damn light. I’ll 
never put it all out. 

A dark shadow figure creeps in and out from the blackest 
areas of the cemetery, this is, NEKRON - he is never fully 
visible.

NEKRON (O.S.)
Why do you doubt yourself?

WILLIAM
They wont let me. He wont let me. 
Someone is always there to stop me. 

NEKRON (O.S.)
Because you’re not ready. But your 
time approaches william hand. 

William flexes his right black hand, looking at it in deep 
contemplation. 

CUT TO:



EXT. HAND HOUSEHOLD - NIGHT

A white house in which on a sunny day would seem like a 
pleasant place to grow up, is looking quite ominous and 
unwelcoming in this storm.

Water runs down the curb of the sidewalk and into the drains.

Through the window we can see a family sitting at a table.

INT. HAND HOUSEHOLD - DINING ROOM 

A girl in her early 20’s , ANGELA , covered in tattoos and 
piercing wearing a button up dress that her father thinks is 
too revealing sits at a table next to KENT, her father and 
KYLE, her brother. 

KYLE
There’s rumors that he’s dead. 
Maybe that would make mom feel 
better. She said it herself, as 
soon as he put on that suit he was 
dead to her anyway. 

KENT
I don't think that's going to help. 
Lets not mention that to your 
mother. 

Martha yells from in the kitchen. 

MARTHA
(off screen)

Dinner will be done soon! 

ANGELA
They are still looking for him dad.

KENT
Your brother needs help. He’s 
always needed help and we should’ve 
given it to him. 

Angela gets up.

ANGELA
Maybe he’s not the only one that 
needs help. 

KENT
Why don't you go put some clothes 
on? We are about to sit down to 
eat.
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Angela sticks her tongue out and shakes her head in a 
taunting way.

ANGELA
I’m not hungry.

Angela walks out of the room. 

KYLE
Do you ever see her eat? 

Kyle and Kent look at each other in agreement. Its a no.

CUT TO:

EXT. BLACK VOID IN SPACE 

A scarred figure, GUARDIAN with midnight blue skin, like the 
night of a full moon sky and a head too big for his body - 
floats along side 3 others who all look alike in a circle 
facing each other.- THE GUARDIANS OF THE UNIVERSE, all 
wearing robes.

Sweat drips from the scarred Guardian’s forehead.

SCARRED GUARDIAN
..And as the light rises, so shall 
an unknown darkness. A darkness 
with no satiation. a darkness with 
no life. 

A very large book appears before them floating toward the 
scarred guardian.

SCARRED GUARDIAN (CONT’D)
This darkness has been speaking to 
me.

GUARDIAN 2
Is that the book of black?! 

The others are shocked by the sight of it.

The scarred one is now drooling from his mouth.

His hands shaking.

SCARRED GUARDIAN
And I’ve been listening.

Suddenly - 
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The scarred Guardian viciously bites a chunk out of guardian 
2’s neck, who’s standing next to him.

- black blood sprays -

Landing on the book - the blood spreads into text.

GUARDIAN 2
Ahhh! 

The other guardians all jump back, frightened.

CUT TO:

EXT. CEMETERY - NIGHT

NEKRON
I am the only one that can help you 
put out the light William..

The rain falls heavy. William awash with streams of muddy 
water, still with emotionless unblinking eyes. 

NEKRON (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Your parents abandoned you. Cast 
you aside like a soiled rag. I am 
the only one who has remained by 
your side. When the kroloteans took 
your hand and fear overwhelmed your 
mind. 

William caresses his black hand with utmost care.

NEKRON (O.S.) (CONT’D)
And when the beast atrocitus sought 
to snatch your life with his bare 
hands...

William lifts the weapon before him, watching mud spill from 
its sides. 

WILLIAM
You gave me the courage to escape. 
You’ve always been there.

NEKRON (O.S.)
And i am still here. The time has 
come William hand. 
                                        
RISE and fulfill your destiny.

William slowly crawls out of the grave. Holding a skull.
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WILLIAM
The light has to go out. 

The grave he was in belongs to Bruce Wayne.

WILLIAM (CONT’D)
(to the graves)

I hear you. I hear all of you..

He continues to walk through the cemetery.

CUT TO:

EXT. BLACK VOID IN SPACE

The scarred one feasts on the dead gaurdian like a rabid 
animal.

GUARDIAN 3
Why have you betrayed us? 

The scarred one looks back over his shoulder, blood covers 
his face.

He wipes the blood dripping from his mouth and turns 
completely around.

SCARRED GUARDIAN
Betrayed you? I am simply carrying 
out the mission we began billions 
of years ago. i am bringing order 
to the universe. The manhunters - 
failed. The Green Lantern corps - 
Failed. It is time for a new army 
to save this universe.

GUARDIAN 4
Everyone will die.

SCARRED GUARDIAN
No one is meant to live forever.

Beat.

SCARRED GUARDIAN (CONT’D)
Not even us.

The scarred one floats toward the book.

SCARRED GUARDIAN (CONT’D)
It is time for the prophecy of The 
Blackest Night. 
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His bloodshot eyes focused on it like a enraged lunatic.

CUT TO:

INT. HAND HOUSEHOLD - ANGELA’S ROOM - NIGHT

Angela shuts the door behind her.

ANGELA
(mockingly)

Why don’t you put on some clothes 
angela.. Da dur da dur dur.

She rips off her button up dress.

ANGELA (CONT’D)
Clothes are stupid.

She tosses the dress in a basket, now in only a bra and 
panties, she turns on the TV. 

INT. HAND HOUSEHOLD - DINING ROOM - NIGHT

Martha moves about the dining room setting dinner. Kent 
relaxes in a recliner reading a paper.

MARTHA
Dear, run upstairs and get the kids 
would you, its almost ready.

KENT
In a second...

The doorbell RINGS.

MARTHA
(Moving to open the door)                   
who on earth would be out in this 
weather?

The door opens to the silhouette of a man in a a trench coat 
wearing a hood of some sort, framed against a heavy 
rainstorm. His eyes glimmer against a face of solid black 
startling Martha.

As she recoils and gasps a bolt of lighting illuminates the 
sky. She pauses as a look of familiarity breaks across her 
face, she could recognize that suit anywhere. 

MARTHA (CONT'D)
Will- William is that you? 
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WILLIAM
Yes, I've come home.

William doesn't wait for an invitation, he walks past his 
mother toward the dining room. Martha lunges on him awkwardly 
giving him a hug that he does not reciprocate.

MARTHA
Good lord, you’re soaked to the 
bone.

Martha moves to remove his coat. William tenses his hands in 
his coat pockets. His disfigured black hand empty on the 
right, the other clutching the weapon.

Beat.

Martha takes the coat and notices the weapon in his hand but 
says nothing.

 Underneath he is wearing his costume. The costume of his 
alternate identity, BLACK HAND. 

His mother gives him a look. You can tell she doesn't approve 
of his outfit.

MARTHA (CONT’D)
Come have a seat. 

As william takes a seat at the dining room table, kent drops 
his newspaper with a distant look of shock

KENT
William?

Martha grasps her boy’s shoulder as he sits dripping at the 
table.

MARTHA
I just cant believe it. After all 
this time. Where have you been? 
What have you been up to? 

Kent enters, lumbering over William with his arms crossed. He 
is not pleased. 

KENT
Well I'll be...

MARTHA
Please kent, go get the kids.

(to William)
 They’ll be so glad to see you. 

(MORE)
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We were about to sit down for 
dinner, I'll make another plate... 
the storm must have given you an 
appetite 

Martha rushes of to the kitchen excited... and nervous. 

KENT
( soft but stern voice )                    
you’ve got some nerve coming back 
here. All these years, not even a 
phone call. Then you walk right in 
and sit yourself down at the god 
damn dinner table... and soaking 
wet - wearing that ridiculous 
outfit, for christ sake, you look 
like a damn fool! 

Kent becomes more irate. He starts waving his finger around, 
but the sound of his voice starts to drift away, becoming 
muffled and distorted.

NEKRON (O.S.)
Everyday of your life has led to 
this single moment William Hand. 
All you need to do is act. 

William withdraws his weapon. Holding it end down on the 
table.

WILLIAM
Your light is so dim father. You 
live halfway in the darkness as it 
is and don't even realize it. But 
don't worry i will release you to 
its full embrace.

Kent looks to the weapon with rage. 

KENT
What? -what the hell are you 
talking about? and what is that 
thing supposed to be? hey, look at 
me when im talking to you.

Kent tries to pull the weapon from Williams hand. William 
resists, instigating a struggle between the two. For the 
first time since their meeting, William looks to his father. 

Kent pauses, still holding the end of the weapon. His eyes 
fill with concern.

WILLIAM
Goodnight father.

MARTHA (CONT'D)
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William fires the weapon in a long second, kent’s head is 
blown off from the blast - most of his body was vaporized, 
charred skeleton fragments, some of his other remains stain 
the floor and walls. 

Martha returns just in time to witness the atrocity. She 
drops a platter of food, her eyes wide in horror and 
disbelief. 

WILLIAM (CONT’D)
Goodnight mother.

MARTHA
Why?

William aims the weapon toward her. She instinctively, turns 
to run. The weapon throws its bright beam, catching her mid 
stride. Her shriek calls out as the blood bursts from her 
body.

The blast left a hole the size of a cannon.

What remains - a pile of organs. 

WILLIAM
Because this is what i do.

Nekron creeping in and out of frame.  

NEKRON (O.S.)
Keep going.

William plods up the staircase toward the BEDROOMS. He opens 
a bedroom door to find his sister, Angela , playing video 
games, wearing a tank top and panties with oversized 
headphones on. 

She’s laying on her stomach with her feet crossed in the air 
behind her.

William standing there wielding the weapon, blood dripping 
from his rotted hand. 

WILLIAM
Goodnight sister. 

William uses the weapon, killing Angela before she even 
realizes he’s there. 

The reflection on the TV reveals the results of the blast and 
his brother KYLE in the distance. 
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KYLE
What the fuck William - What have 
you done?!

William turns down the hall to find his younger brother, Kyle 
standing in the bathroom doorway. His hands sit on his belt 
buckle, the toilet flushing in the background, while he 
stares at William in shock. 

William aims the weapon at his older brother.

WILLIAM
Goodnight--

Before William can finish, his younger brother rushes him, 
grabbing and pushing his hand up into the air.

The weapon goes off - shining its beam of light into the 
ceiling creating a hole and causing debris to fall on top of 
their heads.

After a moment of struggle, William wrestles free. His 
younger brother breaks for the stairs. 

Just as he reaches the bottom of the stairs, the light of the 
weapon goes off behind him.

His momentum makes his ashes and body parts scatter in a 
forward motion as he leaps from the last step. 

WILLIAM (CONT’D)
- What I should of done a long time 
ago brother. 

INT. HAND HOUSEHOLD - DINING ROOM TABLE - CONTINUOUS

William sits at the head of the table. The heat of the 
untouched dinner wafting through the air. Remains of his 
father scattered across the side of the tablecloth. 

Nekron’s shadow creeps in and out.

NEKRON (V.O.)
They are far better off now, 
William. A part of darkness, 
protected for time eternal.

WILLIAM
(Emotionless) 
    I know.
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NEKRON (O.S.)
So finish it. Its time to step 
through the doorway to the black.

Without any show of emotion, William places the weapon 
against his temple.

WILLIAM
I know.

NEKRON (O.S.)
One more death.

William stares straight ahead in a catatonic like state. 

After a moment the weapon goes off exploding the opposite 
side of his head. 

A large portion of his skull missing. His body falls to the 
floor.

As the storm outside rages, a swirl of green light forms in 
the dining room. A disembodied, oversized head appears, its 
the Scarred Guardian. 

SCARRED GUARDIAN
As it has been written, so has it 
come to pass.

The disembodied head vomits up a tar like goo across the 
floor, then disappears. 

The black substance dissolves away part of the floor like 
molecular acid, leaving a small black lantern ring behind 
unscathed.

The ring flies up and slides onto William Hands ring finger, 
growing roots into his flesh. 

NEKRON (O.S.)
At long last, William Hand of earth 
is no more.

Williams body twitches to life.

His body changes, becoming emaciated and rotted, like the 
living dead. 

The wound in his head open and gaping, starts to regenerate 
itself into a black burnt layered skin.

NEKRON (O.S.) (CONT’D)
The hour of midnight has struck... 
RISE BLACK LANTERN!
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Williams black hand, now bearing the black lantern ring 
clinches into a fist.

CUT TO BLACK

CREDITS ROLL - 

INT. DARK ROOM - NIGHT 

A dark room, things are wrecked papers and desks thrown 
everywhere and is in a state of chaos as if some kind of 
battle had taken place here.  

Things laying on the floor start to vibrate. 

- Suddenly - 

THE FLASH whizzes by - papers and desks flying in the 
direction he runs as he crosses frame in the blink of an eye. 

FADE OUT.
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